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A HOT-WEATHER TRIP IN THE JEZIREH. 
By Major CAMPBELL MUNRO, I.M.S. 
( tk~th S~etch-Map andIllustration, s.) 
IN the summer of 1918, when the British front line troops in 
Mesopotamia were eneamped at Samarra, 80 miles north of Baghdad, I 
was fortunate enough to be detailed to accompany a party of Bedawin 
on aa interesting expedition across the desert. The Bedawin were 
employed to convey another officer and myself round the Turkish right 
flank on the Tigris and behind their lines for about 150 miles in a 
north-westerly direction, to a point due west of Mosul. The Arabs' 
part of the bargain was to take us safely, and, if possible, secretly, 
to our destination, and, when our business there was completed, to 
bring us back to Baghdad as quickly as possible. We on our side 
were pledged not to interfere with the details of their plans, and were 
to place ourselves unreservedly in the hands of the Sheikh for the period 
during which we were to be his guests. Under such conditions we 
obtained an interesting limpse of the "Budoo"  in his native element 
and an experience of the modus oTerandi of an Arab "raiding party." 
Our wanderings took place in the Jezireh (Fig. 1), the vast undulat- 
ing plain of Northern Mesopotamia which lies between the Tigris and 
Euphrates rivers and stretches from Diarbekir in the north to Baghdad 
in the south. The desert is some 50,000 or 60,000 square miles in extent, 
aud almost its sole inhabitants are nomad Kurdish and Arab tribes. 
In ancient times the Jezireh was densely inhabited and extra- 
ordinarily prosperous. Great cities stood on the banks of the rivers. 
Watered by an efficient system of irrigation canals, much of the land 
was highly cultivated, while huge flocks of sheep and cattle grazed on 
the plains. This prosperity continued from the earliest recorded times 
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150 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZII~E. 
under, successively, Semitic, Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Greek, and 
Arab domination, until it was wiped out by the great Mongol invasions 
of the thirteenth century of our era. Then Hulagu and his hordes not 
only obliterated the irrigation works, but literally exterminated the 
population that had cultivated the country, which from that date to this 
has lain a barren waste of desert. 
In this spacious playground the Budoo still amuses himself after 
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Flo. 1.--Part of the Jezirch, showing author's route. 
the fashion of his forefathers. In the hot weather he finds pasture for 
his flocks by the rivers in the extreme northern part of the Jezireh. In 
the winter be wanders south of Baghdad to meet the early grazing. 
But in the springtime, when the grass is plentiful and rich, and water 
is abundant in the wells; when whole tribes can gather at the desert 
springs without fear of shortage of fodder and water; when horses and 
camels are sleek and fit, and young blood riots in the veins ; then the 
Bedawin gives himself over to the delights of the prince of sports, 
desert warfare and foray. Sir Mark Sykes says: " In  March and 
April, all Jezireh is at war, not because the people are bloodi]y minded, 
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A HOT-WEATHER TRIP IN THE JEZ IREH.  151 
not because they are rapacious, not because they are savage ; bu~ because 
it is such .flea." 
Desert warfare is carried out by raiding parties, varying in strength 
from 20 or 30 to 1000 or more according to the object in view, 
travelling light and unencumbered by flocks, tents, or women-folk. By 
long rapid marches the party reaches the enemy's pastures, where it 
roves by unfrequented wells, with scouts out miles ahead to bring early 
word either of danger or of possible loot. The adventure may culminate 
in a lightning raid on an uuguarded herd of camel, or, better still, the 
skilful theft by night of a blood mare. Then may follow a runnil~g 
fight of 50 miles, each side trying by skilful manoeuvre to draw the 
other into an ambuscade. There is a prodigious amount of firing of 
rifles from the saddle, there is galloping and wheelil~g to and fro of 
white-clad tribesmen for hours in the limitless desert, wild excitement 
of man and horse, and shrill cries of defiance. And then the triumphant 
return home, whether the warriors come laden with material spoils of 
victory or boasting merely the moral superiority of a sojourn with 
impunity in the enemy's country. Seats of honour are placed for the 
warriors ; young lads and women eagerly proffer the cups of cardamoms- 
flavoured coffee and sweet tea, which are followed by a feast o celebrate 
the yictory ; while the tribal minstrel in extempore verses extols the 
glories of the fray. True, battle casualties are rare, for desert fighting, 
except when some prophet has inspired the Arabs with religious zeal 
for the extermination of unbelievers, has seldom been h oulrance. 
The Jezireh itself is intersected by a single range of hil]s, the Sinjar, 
running from Mosul directly westwards to the vicinity of the Euphrates. 
The Sinjar range on the north, the Tigris on the east, and the Euphrates 
on the west form an approximately equilateral triangle with sides 250 
miles long, the apex being at Baghdad, where the two rivers converge 
to within 30 miles of each other. Roughly speaking, our route in 1918 
was from the apex--Baghdad--to near the middle of the northern side 
of the triangle--the Sinjar range. This line of hills is inhabited by 
Yezidis, or devil-worshipl3ers, who are described by travellers such as 
Layard and Sykes as a wild inhospitable tribe of warlike mountaineers, 
feared and avoided by their Arab neighbours. 
During the War the Turkish line of supply from railhead at Nisibin 
to Mosul and farther south was a desert road that ran about 40 miles 
north of Sinjar, and convoys of arms and other supplies of a nature 
highly prized by the Yezidis were continually passing along this road. 
The Yezidi, confident in the safety of his mountain retreat, made raids 
from time to time on the convoys. At last, after a particularly daring 
and successful little excursion in the spring of 1918, in the course of 
which three German motor lorries were held up and looted of their 
entire contents, the Turks were goaded into action, and a punitive 
expedition, including a battery of field artillery, was despatched across 
the desert to deal with the delinquents. The Turks seized a gap in the 
foot-hills and opened fire with their guns on the Yezidis congregated 
to repel an assault on the steep sides of the main range. The tribesmeN, 
who had had no previous experience of artillery, were completely taken 
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152 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE. 
by surprise and suffered heavy casualties. They came to terms with 
the Turks, who imposed a fine of a large proportion of the coming fruit 
and cereal harvests. To ensure the payment of this indemnity, Turkish 
garrisons were left in the Sinjar villages to await the harvest. 
The Yezidis, cowed by this demonstration f the Turks' strength, and 
fearing that, when his other preoccupations allowed, he might devote 
himself seriously to their extermination, after the manner of his dealings 
with the Armenians, now bethought hemselves of appealing to the 
British for help. One of their principal men was chosen as emissary, 
and he, disguising himself as a Budoo and bribing an Arab to guide him, 
reached Baghdad, and laid the case of his tribe before the British 
authorities. What view the latter took I do not know, but even had 
they thought it worth while to interfere, it would have been impossible 
to send even the most mobile British or Indian force through the 250 
miles of hostile desert in the height of the hot weather. On the other 
hand, one could not help thinking at the time that in the cold weather 
it might be feasible to send a mobile force--say, a camel corps~to base 
itself at the Sinjar, and with the assistance of the Yezidis, who can 
muster some 5000 rifles (of sorts), to harry the Turkish line of convoy 
on a large scale. However, the Armistice came at the beginning of the 
next cold weather, and I do not know whether anything of the sortwas 
contemplated. 
At any rate, there was no reason for turning a cold shoulder on 
these would-be allies, and H. was directed to accompany the Yezidi 
emissary back to the Sinjar and to report on the disposition of the 
tribesmen, their strength and resources, the practicability of troops of 
various arms reaching Sinjar by the desert route, and generally to 
elucidate in some small measure the nature of the southern Jezireh 
country portrayed in unrelieved white on the map. 
Meanwhile the ¥ezidi envoy, who stated that he was the high priest 
of the ¥ezidi religious cult, was given a royal time in Baghdad. He 
was taken for joy rides in motor-cars, launches, and aeroplanes, and 
allowed to choose in the Ordnance depot and the bazaar whatever 
presents he wanted to take home to his friends. He was quick to grasp 
the situation, and showed no backwardness in making his demands. At 
our first meeting he asked me for presents of a wrist-watch and a pair 
of English boots. He developed an unpriestly taste for iced whisky 
and water, and dispensed free drinks (at Government expense) to all 
and sundry whom he met in the bazaar. He had asked for an English 
doctor to accompany H. and himself to the Sinjar and treat the sick of 
his people ; and to this chance I owed my participation i  the expedi- 
tion. 
A section of the Shammar tribe was persuaded, for a consideration, 
to undertake the attempt to convey us to Sinjar and back. The Shammar 
are Bedawin of the Bedawin ; that is to say, they refuse to sully their 
hands with honest toil, and they earn their bread chiefly by highway 
robbery and blackmail. Their live stock consists of horses and camels 
only, for sheep and cattle savour too much of the ignobly sedentary 
agriculturist. 
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A HOT-WEATHER TRIP IN THE JEZ IREH.  153 
A few busy days were spent in preparation for the trip, and this 
was carried out as quietly as possible, as we naturally did not wish to 
advertise our project. Then H., Sal~mah (the Yezidi envoy), and I ran 
out in Ford cars with our equipment to a military post north of Baghdad, 
where we were within a few miles of the encampment of the tribe which 
was furnishing the raiding party. 
Next day we called on the Sheikh, with whom H. wished to make 
the final arrangements for the trip. The Sheikh, a big stout man past 
his prime, welcomed us heartily enough and led us into his tent, where 
rugs and cushions were placed for us to sit on. Desultory conversation 
on commonplace topics followed as a matter of course, and was persisted 
in, notwithstanding H.'s efforts to get to business. At last the Sheikh 
explained by nods and winks that a strange Arab who had arrived that 
day was in the tent, and that, as no one knew his name or business, 
private matters could not be discussed in his presence. On the other hand, 
it would have been unheard of discourtesy for the Sheikh either to have 
requested this guest to leave the tent or to question him about himself. 
Owing to their complex blood-feuds, an Arab does not know many of 
his feud enemies by sight. A Budoo, therefore, entering a strange tribe 
does not usually give his name for fear that in so doing he reveal his 
identity to some one present whose duty and pleasure it would be to 
kill him. His hosts, all Arabs, understand his reticence, and never 
question a stranger about his business. 
There is no more important or interesting Bcdawin trait than that 
of the obligations of the host to his guest. For a Budoo to allow any 
harm to come to one who has eaten his salt would be a disgrace, not only 
to the individual and his family but to the whole tribe, which could 
never be wiped out. The most deadly insult that can be offered an 
Arab is to accuse him of having broken this law. Many stories relate 
how a tribe has become involved in war with powerful enemies and has 
been well-nigh exterminated in defence of a stranger guest. A lax 
observance of the law in a tribe is a sure sign of decay and approaching 
dissolution. The custom is probably of great antiquity, and is in reality 
a necessary safeguard for the Budoo, for in every man's life in the desert 
there are bound to be occasions when his life will depend on his being 
able to claim the protection accorded to the stranger guest. 
While we waited, the coffee of ceremony was passed round. Arab 
coffee is made very strong and is served a teaspoonful at a time. One 
usually has one's cup filled two or three times, drinks off the coffee 
quickly and then hands back one's cup to be presented to he next guest, 
as crockery is generally rather limited. While we talked, all and sundry 
crushed into the tent and squatted round us, Iistening to and joining in 
the conversation. Presently a meal was served, an enormous platter of 
rice with chunks of goatflcsh stuck into it. The three guests and the 
Sheikh dined first, helping themselves to the steaming mess with their 
fingers. The Sheikh proved himself a good trencherman, balling the 
rice into a huge bolus in his hand and shooting it into his mouth. In 
excess of hospitality he persisted in picking out succulent chunks of 
meat and forcing them into our hands. Etiquette demands that meals 
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15~ SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL  MAGAZINE,  
shall be eaten quickly, as, after the guests have fed, the platter is passed 
on to the retainers, who want the food before it gets cold. While we 
fed, the younger men, excited by the forthcoming foray, began loosing 
off their rifles among the tents, and it required some effort to eat 
unconcernedly while bullets zipped round us in all directions. 
As the unknown guest showed no signs of moving, we rose to leave, 
and, under pretence of seeing us off, the Sheikh discussed with H. the 
final arrangements for the journey. The Sheikh was chiefly concerned 
about the money reward he was to get for the job, for our old friend 
was pretty hard up at the time. In the good old days before the British 
came, he had derived a considerable revenue from the more settled 
Arabs of the river-side, who purchased immunity from pillage by paying 
him an informal tax in kind--wheat, rice, sheep, and vegetables. The 
Sheikh who cannot keep his tribe well fed, and maintain a generous 
board for all comers, soon finds that his following diminishes, and he 
ceases to be a power in the land. However, H.'s proposals so well 
satisfied our friend that he declared that two of his sons should accom- 
pany us to guarantee our safety. 
A rendezvous at an old bridge some ten miles away was fixed for 
sunset the following day, with the idea of pushing well out into the 
unfrequented desert during the hours of darkness. News travels with 
uncanny rapidity among the Arabs, and we particularly wanted to 
prevent news of our departure reaching hostile tribes through whose 
country we would have to pass. We subsequently learnt that the 
Turks had received fairly definite word of our project before we left 
B~ghdad, and had offered a reward to the Arabs in their pay for our 
seizure. Thanks, however, to the sound judgment and desert know- 
ledge of our guides, we never fell in with any one who could harm 
US. 
Next day, provisions for the journey were sent out to the Arabs, 
so that we could divide them up into camel oads. For the horses we 
took a small ration of barley; for the men and ourselves flour, rice, 
and dried dates. It  was essential that we should travel light, so the 
only luxuries we took were a little coffee, tea, and sugar, six tins of 
bully-beef, and a tin of eerebos salt. The bully-beef was a sort of 
emergency ration, as we were not sure whether we should keep fit for 
the long marches on a purely vegetarian diet. The salt was an inspirs- 
tion of H.'s, who had had previous acquaintance with savourless Arab 
cooking. 
It was considered essential by the Shammar that H. and I should 
disguise ourselves as Arabs, because the presence of two Europeans 
reported by any passer-by in the desert would certainly arouse unwel- 
come attention. We need not anticipate a close inspection since we 
should have to show a clean pair of heels to any large party of Arabs 
we sighted, while smaller bodies would similarly give us a wide bertb. 
We provided ourselves with Arab clothing of the kind worn by the 
poorer Bedawin, and Arab saddlery, and spent the morning trying ell 
the former and accustoming ourselves to riding on the hard high-peaked 
saddles. 
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A HOT-WEATHER TRIP IN THE JEZ IREH.  155 
As the afternoon drew on, we sent.off our disguise and saddlery to 
the rendezvous by car, and, to avoid comment, rode there from the 
camp in uniform. We reached the bridge at 8 o'clock, changed saddles 
and kit, and sent the car away. Abdullah, the Sheikh's on, who was 
to command our party, turned up punctually; but, alas, only two or 
three of his thirty men were with him. Here was our first experience 
of the Arab's incapacity for sticking to a plan. In this they remind 
one irresistibly of the monkey folk in Kipling's Jv/n.gle Book. After 
long and wearisome debate, they had decided that the start should take 
place in the evening for the reason above given. But the road to the 
bridge passing near a village, the men decided, in spite of Abdullah's 
remonstrances, to go in and buy some melons. As they sat gorging 
FIc, 2. - -Arabs of escort. 
themselves, they made up their minds to sleep in the village and post- 
pone their departure till morning, and this they explained to the 
messenger whom Abdullah sent to fetch them. There was nothing for 
it but to sleep where we were and start next day. 
We rose witl] the sun, packed up and started off westwards oon 
after six, with twenty out of our thirty men. The latest arrivals could 
give no news of the remainder of the party, but thought that they had 
"lost the way." This was my first experience of riding in an Arab 
saddle, which is very narrow from pommel to cantle and uncomfortable 
for the beginner. Slung across the saddle was a pair of saddle-bags 
containing all one's personal kit for the journey. This consisted in my 
case of a spare shirt and two pairs of socks, a cake of soap, a toothbrush, 
a camera and films, note-books, a small barometer, a thermometer, and 
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156 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE. 
a large enamelled iron mug. The last proved invaluable, as it turned 
out to be the only drinking utensil in the caravan large enough to give 
one a satisfying drink, and was in great demand at every halting- 
place. 
Our first stage was a short one. After an hour's ride we came to a 
rather elaborately built tomb, and near it a deep well, by which we 
halted to water the animals and to breakfast on boiled rice and dates, 
followed by melon and coffee. This first day's march was slow and 
interrupted by many halts, as Abdullah was anxious to give the missing 
members of the party a chance of picking us up. 
At the tomb we turned northwards, and after two hours reached the 
remains of the Median Wall, which once stretched from the Tigris to 
the Euphrates, and protected the kingdom of Babylonia from invasion 
from the north. The " ten thousand" Greeks in their retreat from the 
battlefield of Cunaxa encountered this wall, which is described by 
Xenophon as being "built of burnt bricks laid in bitumen; it was 
twenty feet in thickness and a hundred in height, and the length of it 
was said to be twenty parasangs"--about fif y miles. 
All that remains of it now is a grass-grown mound, twelve to 
fifteen feet high, stretching in a straight line east and west as far as 
the eye can see. 
Near the wall was a water-hole, to which the thirsty horses crowded 
as we dismounted. The water tasted slightly of sulphates, but was 
quite potable. After being watered, the animals were let loose to 
graze and we had a short sleep in the shade of some bushes. The Arabs 
meanwhile sat down to ne of their interminable councils of war. After 
a couple of hours' talk, Abdullah came over and told us that they would 
not risk pushing out into the desert, where hostile Arabs might be met, 
until our party was reinforced by the ten men who had not yet joined 
us. They had therefore sent back a man to find the others, and we 
should have to halt where we were till next morning. 
We made up our minds for this further delay, but at 5 P.M. the 
missing men turned up, very cheery and not one whit ashamed of them- 
selves. Our plans were now altered, and we arranged to put in an 
evening march. As there was a good deal of dry camel dung near the 
well, we had fuel enough to bake chupattis for supper. The men had 
shot some sand-grouse with their rifles, and the birds torn into frag- 
ments were roasted in the hot ashes, so that we fed sumptuously. 
We marched off at seven o'clock, but half an hour later, as the sun 
began to dip behind the horizon, we halted while the Arabs dismounted, 
and, led by Abdullah, joined in the evening prayer. Mohammed's injunc- 
tions regarding daily prayer are not strictly obeyed by the Bedawin, 
who take their religion as light-heartedly as they do everything in life. 
The prayer on this occasion invoked good fortune on the enterprise. 
The formality was not repeated all the time we were with the party. 
Abdullah and Mijwell, the Sheikh's sons, were men of about thirty 
years of age, of middle height, with handsome sun-tanned faces of 
Semitic type ; their long black hair was worn in neat plaits, which hung 
forward over their shoulders almost o their waists. Abdullah was not 
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A HOT-WEATt IER TRIP  IN THE JEZ1REIt.  157 
a "strong" chief, and we soon found that he had to depend--not always 
successfully--on cajolery to persuade his wild following to carry out his 
wishes. 
At a signal from him our little party moved forward again with 
hardly a sound through the star-lit night. The spectacle was beautiful 
and impressive. In the subdued light, the camels seemed to lose their 
ungainliness, and, silhouetted against the sky with their riders swaying 
gently to and fro, they appeared to glide ghost-like over the soft carpet 
of the desert. 
For three hours we moved on, enjoying the cool, fresh night air 
after the heat of the day. About 10 P.M. we halted, and the camels 
were quickly off-loaded ; the Sheikh spread a square of carpet for us on 
the ground. Mindful of some petty thefts of our property that had 
occurred the night before, we collected all our horse-gear and saddle- 
bags into a pillow for our heads, strapped our rifles to our wrists, 
stretched ourselves out on the carpet, and were soon fast asleep. 
At half-past four we were awakened by Abdullah. We had no 
dressing to do, and within five minutes were on our camels, heading 
northwards. After an hour and a half we reached a water-hole, but 
the water proved to be unfit even for the animals. While we sat down 
and ate a dish of rice and dates cooked in oil, some of the men rode the 
ponies over to another well a mile away and watered them. Then 
started the main march of the day, lasting till six o'clock in the even- 
ing, with a short halt about mid-day at a well, where we watered camels 
and horses and filled our water-skins afresh. One's thirst was almost 
unquenchable. At every halt we drank several pints of water, and on 
the march had recourse to our water-skins at least once an hour. To- 
day's mid-day halt was our first experience of one of the most unpleasant 
concomitants of desert traveIling in this country--the presence of a 
good deal of Epsom salts in the well-water. From this time onwards, 
most of the party, animals as well as men, suffered continuously from 
the effects of the water. An afternoon march like this one was very 
monotonous, and seldom lightened by incident of any kind. The party 
straggled out over half a mile of country. The shade temperature was 
120 ° Fahrenheit at two o'clock that afternoon. The sun beat down on 
our backs, and conversation soon ceased. We plodded on in silence, 
each man buried in his own thoughts and ticking off the hours to the 
blessed cool of evening. 
We had in all twenty camels and ten horses. Camel-men and 
horsemen have different parts to play in a raiding party. The camels 
carry the water and food of the whole party. On the march, those of 
the horsemen who are not acting as scouts clamber up on to the camels 
for comfort, squatting behind the camel-drivers and leading their horses 
by a head-rope. In a fight the horsemen engage the enemy and seek 
by skilful manoeuvring either to lure the enemy's horsemen into an 
ambush formed by the slow-moving camel party, or else to screen the 
latter's retreat o some distant well, where the horsemen will join them 
a day or two later if they manage to shake off a numerically stronger 
enemy. 
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158 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE, 
The exact composition of the two part ies - -camel -men a d horsemen 
- - i s  a matter  of anxious debate when a raiding party  is being formed. 
I t  would never do to have one group of families or one section only of 
a tr ibe .represented among the horsemen, for, in the event of a sudden 
alarm, they might gallop off and leave the camel-men in the lurch. The 
matter  is one that requires careful adjustment. Where possible, 
members of the same fami l ies - -brother  and brother, or father and son, 
or two b lood-brothers - - r ide  one a horse and the other a camel. 
The tie of blood-brotherhood is a peculiar Bedawin relationship. 
An Arab often chooses his " brother"  from a different tribe, and this 
procedure has the advantage that if he fell into the hands of his 
" redif 's" tribe, he will be protected by the latter 's family. The two 
men are inseparable ; they live in the same tent, are allowed to see each 
other's wives, and share the same camel on expeditions. 
Abdullah's brother, Mijwell, and one or two of the Arabs remained 
sufficiently a lert  to get a few shots at sand-grouse (sitt ing on their  
nests ! )with rifles. The ground was bare of grass or bush, and water 
was too far distant to reach before the evening meal;  so we halted in 
the open desert at six o'clock for food. The ponies were given a dr ink 
from the big water-skins, a pair of which was carried by each camel ;  
but the poor camels had always to wait ti l l  we reached water before 
they could slake their thirst. Some of the men had found some dried 
camel dung on the march- -a  great pr ize- -so  we had fuel enough to 
bake chupattis, to take the place of the insipid mess of rice which we 
already loathed. Meanwhile the sand-grouse were plucked and dis- 
membered, and the morsels clapped on the pile of burning dung, turned 
over once, and then handed to us to gnaw. We soon gave up using 
knife and fork for our food, but a spoon was useful in dealing with rico. 
We never mastered the Arab accomplishment of squeezing a handful 
into a ball and flipping it  into our mouths, and in order to secure our 
share of the dish we were dependent on the help of our spoons ti l l  the 
end of the trip. 
After a three hours' halt that  evening, we pushed off at 9 P.~I., 
but camped for the night at half-past en, as our scouts reported that  
other Bedawin were near the water five miles ahead. 
The day just described was typical of the marching programme of 
the Arab when big distances have to be covered. The party  starts 
before dawn, and does a cool morning march of five hours or so. Then 
comes a two hours' halt for food, followed by a march of about seven or 
eight hours to the halt about sunset for the evening meal. After that  
comes either a short march of two or three hours to bivouac, or else an 
al l -night march to a halt at dawn. The two halts for meals are, if 
possible, by a water-hole. If  good water is encountered in the course 
of the march, a short halt is made to water the animals. The bivouac 
for the night is usually chosen away from a water-hole, as near water 
there is a risk of surprise by a hostile party  making for the well. 
Next  day as usual we started half an hour before sunrise and 
reached the well, which our Arabs told us was on the desert route from 
Tekr i t  to Hit. The water was scanty, black, and sulphurous, but our 
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standard of potability had fallen far in three days, and we were glad to 
drink it. As we sat breakfasting on chupatti and one of our precious 
tins of bully-beef, the Sheikh told us that we should have an all-day 
halt followed by a night march to take usthrough a tract frequented 
by hostile Arabs. An hour later, however, the escort had talked them- 
selves round to a different plan, and we started off once more. The 
grass here was long but scorched and yellow ; for several miles on this 
day's march it had been burnt by a recent desert fire. At two o'clock 
we reached two pools of bad water where we watered the camels and 
ponies, and had a meal which was to last us till nine next morning. 
Daring the afternoon march the Arabs kept well closed up and showed 
signs of being "nervy." A report of Turkish mounted patrols to the 
e~st of us brought in by a scout caused much excitement, and ll our 
mounted men galloped off to investigate, presently to return convinced 
that it was a false alarm. In justice to the Arabs, who did not show 
up very well at such moments of stress, it must be allowed that capture 
by the Turks or their Bedawin allies would have entailed serious con- 
scquenees for our escort. Whatever might happen to H. and myself in 
such an event, the Shammar would certainly have been hanged "pour 
encourager les autres." 
We were pretty tired by sunset when we halted, but the Sheikh, in 
his anxiety to get quickly through unfriendly country, was inexorable, and 
after a halt of an hour we commenced a night march. About 1 A.M. we 
got into very rough country abounding in deep nullahs which our camels 
fouled difficulty in negotiating in the dark. So, after a long and angry 
debate, the Sheikh submitted with but ill grace to his followers' 
demand to bivouac for three hours. About a couple of hours after 
dawn next morning we came in sight of the Wady Tartar, a sluggish 
stream which rises in the Sinjar Hills and flows southwards parallel 
with the Tigris to end in a marsh north of Baghdad. The object of our 
night march had been to cross it in the dark, as it is the most fre- 
quented route in the desert for parties moving north or south. We 
appcoached it with great caution till our scouts some miles ahead 
signalled that all was clear. 
The stream had dried up and stopped flowing a week or two before, 
but pools of brackish water were left along its course. It is on record 
that the Wady Tartar water has always been salt and barely drinkable. 
A cuneiform tablet, describing the campaigns of a certain Assyrian king, 
mentions that on one occasion his army bivouacked on the Tartar, and 
spent the night drawing water, "but  for the king sweet water was 
carried from the Tigris." H. and I marked down one of the pools as our 
own, and within ten minutes were enjoying a very welcome cold bath. 
While dressing again we decided that we must celebrate the occasion by 
a real English breakfast, which consisted of bully-beef, some broken 
scraps of army biscuit I found in my saddle-bag, and sweet, milkless 
tea. By the time we had finished this, our first meal for eighteen 
hours, the fatigue of the night was forgotten. I then attended to some 
sick men among the Arabs, till at 10.45 A.~. came the usual sudden 
rush to depart. 
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As no strangers had been seen, we pushed northwards along the 
wady for a few miles tilt we came to a group of springs of the first 
swe6t water we had tasted for some days. In the mud of a dried-up 
water-pool one of the Arabs found a live gazelle buried up to the neck. 
It was hauled out in triumph, the mud washed off and its throat cut, 
and the carcase loaded on a camel for consumption later. 
The men suddenly expressed a wish to rest all day by this good 
water, but for once we interfered with their whim, and backed Abdullah 
in insisting on pushing on. The country we now passed through was 
slightly undulating, and we could not see more than half a mile in any 
direction. This necessitated the scouts keeping far out, and they 
managed to shoot two more gazelle, and to capture a stray camel. 
About five o'clock in the afternoon, the Arabs raised a shout and urged 
their camels to a trot, racing each other. We followed soberly to the 
spot where they had dismounted, and found that the excitement was 
due to the discovery of an accumulation of dry camel dung, ensuring 
fuel for a hot meal. A halt was made, and the captured camel killed 
and divided between the m n, who quarrelled like wild beasts for their 
share. For our supper we had ehupatti and camel flesh, which is coarse 
and insipid. At eight o'clock we pushed on for another two hours, and 
had a full six hours' sleep to make up for the shortage of the previous 
night. 
We were now far behind the Turkish front line positions on the 
Tigris and Euphrates, and were in country within their sphere of 
influence. Our object was to push forward as rapidly as possible in 
order to reach the Sinjar before news of our movements reached the 
Turks there. Loaded camels, however, move at a pace of only two and 
a half miles an hour, so that to reach our destination early we had to do 
long marches daily. By averaging sixteen hours' marching a day 
throughout our trip, we covered about five hundred miles in twelve 
marching days. 
Next afternoon we sighted our destination, the Sinjar Range, about 
a hundred miles to the north. In the region through which we were 
passing we met with sand-grouse in the largest numbers that I have 
ever seen. Near each water-hole were flocks of tens of thousands. 
Many of the wells were choked with dead locusts, which had left the 
burnt-up grass and crowded to the water. Their bodies formed a scum 
often six inches thick on the surface of the water, which naturally stank 
abominably. Not even the camels would touch water thus contaminated, 
and, if there was no other water-hole within reach, we had to bail the 
well dry and wait till it filled up again with drinkable water. 
The Arab kit which we wore on the march consisted of the"  zaboun," 
a long pinafore with sleeves, and over it the "abba." The latter is a 
loose, dark-coloured cloak with wide sleeves which the Budoo hooks up 
over his head on the march to mitigate the heat of the sun's rays. This 
we were able to draw over our solar topees, and give the appearance 
from a distance of being rather tall Arabs. For occasions when we were 
likely to be under the observation of strangers, we each carried for pro- 
tection against the sun a very small pugri or turban, over which we could 
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wear the napkin-like "cheffia,"the Arab head-dress. Under our flowing 
clothes we wore khaki shorts, and a shirt with badges of rank, which w~ 
hoped would save us from a spy's death in case of capture. 
On the following night we were warned for another all-night 
march, as we must cross in the darkness a somewhat frequented esert 
route by which supplies of salt are conveyed to Mosul from a salt lake 
near the Euphrates. The effort to keep awake on these night marches 
was painful. Falling asleep meant a nasty drop from one's camel on to
the hard ground. During the night we crossed over a salt "lake," com- 
posed of solid, white, glistening salt. 
About midnight he escort again commenced grumbling at getting 
no rest, and, after an hour's angry discussion as we marched, the young 
Sheikh had to give in to his men, with whom he was furious. He 
pointed out in scorn that even It. and I, unaccustomed as we were to 
desert hardship, were content o sacrifice our sleep on an occasion like 
the present, but all in vain. We actually had to bivouac within half a 
mile or so of the lights of another Bedawin camp; but we marched 
before it was light in the morning, and saw no more of the strangers. 
During the night march and all next day, the camels were forced along 
at their best speed, with many spells of trotting which was most uncom- 
fortable. The wretched camels were tired out, and required constant 
flogging along. The larger camels carried a load of about five hundred- 
weight, including the rider. Mine, for instance, carried two big skins 
full of water, a sack of barley, and one of flour, and a pair of large 
saddle-bags, containing drugs and instruments, while odd articles of 
horse-gear, my rifle and ammunition, were slung from the saddle. 
During the morning march we sighted one or more people in the 
distance, and halted for half an hour to let them get out of sight. At 
10 A.~. we reached a water-hole and breakfasted off the remains of the 
camel flesh. After this, She Arabs took counsel as to how they were to 
get us to the Sinjar Hills, now seen distinctly away to our north. 
Sal5mah explained that the hills themselves are so precipitous that no 
one lives on them. The villages are scattered at short intervals round 
the base of the range. He knew that the Turks had garrisons in several 
of these villages, but in which of them he did not know, except that 
the chief town, Beled Sinjar, was certainly occupied. The last forty 
miles of our journey to Sinjar would be through dead-level, waterless 
desert. Our cavalcade o:[ camels would be certain to be observed, so it 
was necessary to take only a small party on ponies. We should have 
to travel quickly and light, as we should get no water for men or horses 
till we reached the hills. I t  was agreed that our best plan was to time 
our arrival at the foothills at sunset, so that we could pass the villages 
by dark and spend the night climbing the hills to a place of safety. 
The Arabs decided that we could take the camels on for another ten 
miles by two short marches that evening and next morning. The party 
on horses would start at noon next day for Sinjar, the men assuring us 
that this arrangement would bring us to our destination at 7 p.m. The 
party was to consist of H., myself, Salsmah Beg, the Yezidi, Abdullah, 
and three of the latter's negro slaves. After our departure, the rest of 
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the party wore to move about between some wells in the vicinity, and 
once a day were to send a man to a certain rendezvous to meet any 
messenger we might send. 
That evening our usual few minutes' conversation between supper 
and bed developed into a long and heated argument between Sa]amab, 
the Yezidi, and the Arabs. In Baghdad, Sal~mah, to put it bluntly, 
had suffered from swelled head, and we had anticipated having some 
trouble with him on the journey. In this we were mistaken, for on 
trek he turned out to be a right tough old customer. Although an 
elderly man and inclined to corpulence, he stuck out the long marches 
with the best of us, and was always ready to exchange cheery badinage 
with the young Bedawin. On this evening, irritated by the Arabs' 
boasting at the evening meal, he carried his chaff beyond the bounds of 
friendly criticism, and made some very pointed remarks about Arabs in 
general and the greedy, vainglorious Shammar in particular. The 
discussion became so violent that H. had to intervene to make peace 
and persuade the disputants to retire to sleep. 
During the march next morning an incident occurred which showed 
us how useless our men could be in an emergency. We suddenly 
sighted two mounted men riding away from us. Owing to the slackness 
of our scouts, our whole party came within half a mile of them before 
they wore observed. Instead of pursuing them with every mounted 
man and killing or capturing them, the Sheikh insisted on our all dis 
mounting in a hollow and holding a council of war. The men were 
greatly excited, shrieking at one another like demented beings. They 
excused their indecisive behaviour by saying that they were not sure 
that the strangers had seen us, and even if they pursued they might 
not capture both the men. After waiting for an hour and a half we 
resumed the march, and presently sighted and captured a lad on foot 
driving three donkeys. The donkeys were taken as loot, and the boy 
was kept prisoner by the Arabs until our return from Sinjar. It is to 
be feared that they tortured him in our absence, for he seemed quite 
to have lost his wits when we next saw him. 
About 8 A.M. We reached the point where we should have to leave 
the camels. We re-packed our saddle-bags, H. taking presents for the 
chiefs--field-glasses, revolvers, electric torches, and the like--while I 
filled mine with drugs. We discarded our topees and put on the small 
pugris, wearing our cheffias or head-shawls over them as .a more effective 
disguise. We started at noon, taking the captured donkeys, loaded 
with water, for the first ten miles. Then we halted, watered the 
horses, sent the donkeys back, and pushed forwards at a faster pace 
towards the hills in front of us. 
The hot, thirsty march was an unforgettable xperience. The 
ground was dead level, and without landmarks. Our pugris afforded 
inadequate protection from the July sun. The hills at sunset seemed 
almost as far off as ever. The ponies were dead beat, especially mine, 
which was developing strangles. Even when led at a walk for the last 
ten miles he kept falling down from fatigue every few hundred yards. 
We did not care to shoot and leave him, as any passer-by would know 
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by his hogged mane that he had belonged to a foreigner. At  11 P.M., 
after an eleven hours' march, we reached a well at the foot of the hills, 
and plunging our heads into horse buckets we slaked our th irst  with 
the purest mountain spring water. 
After watering the animals wo pushed eli, guided by SalAmah, whose 
foot was now on his native heath. We had to skirt  a vil lage in absolute 
silence. Some dogs barked at us, but none of the inhabitants was 
disturbed. The track soon became very steep and we had to lead our 
ponies up it. The surface was sometimes loping rock, sometimes a 
sl ippery gravel, and progress was difficult and slow. By 3 A.lU. we had 
climbed about 2000 foot, and both men and horses were dead boat. 
We lay down on the track and slept ti l l  half-past four, when Sal~mah 
woke us and urged us to finish the climb before people were astir. 
After  climbing another thousand feet and just before we reached 
the summit, we met a young Yezidi dr iving a donkey. H. and I 
hasti ly covered our faces with our eheffias while Sal~mah wont forward 
and spoke with him in Kurdish, presently introducing himself to the 
lad, who kissed his hand and received a benediction. The Yezidi then 
left his donkey and led us over the crest to a well, situated a few 
hundred foot down the northern slope. He left us his breakfast of 
ehupatt is and cucumbers while he set off to a village to summon a few 
of Salhmah's friends. We tied up our horses and let them graze, while 
we established ourselves in a rocky recess, where we spent the next few 
days. I t  was an ideal retreat, for tile cool northerly breeze blow in 
our faces and the rocks sheltered us from the sun. 
The first arrivals at our eyrie were four delightful old men, who 
treated us with great respect and brought us an excellent breakfast 
of well-baked chupattis, fresh butter, and sour milk, after eating which 
I disgraced myself by falling fast asleep in front of our hosts. When 
I woke up, a large number of Yezidi eiders had collected, including the 
chief of the Sinjar Yezidi, a venerable patriarch called Murad. Whi le 
H. discussed the objects of his mission with them, I took photographs 
and distr ibuted medicine to some sick people who had come to see me. 
Our rifles, revolvers, field-glasses, and especially our pith helmets, which 
we had carried on our saddles, interested the old men greatly.  The 
elders of the tribe are distinguished by wearing a black instead of a 
white pugri on their heads, and a peculiar black shirt cut square at the 
neck. I t  is hold among the ¥ezidis a capital offence to seize roughly 
and tear one of these shirts. 
(To be continued.) 
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